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The EIGER project
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Emission-line galaxies and Intergalactic Gas 
in the Epoch of Reionization

Large spectroscopic galaxy surveys using 110 hours of JWST

Eiger is a famous beautiful mountain in Switzerland.

JWST GTO 1243 PI Simon Lilly
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Exploring the tail end of reionization

To understand reionization, we need to observe galaxies and intergalactic gas (IGM). 
They are often carried out independently, 

but reionization is the result of interactions between galaxies and the IGM.

EIGER will do both in the same lines of sight.
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Probing the IGM and galaxies in the EoR
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The diffuse gas hardly emits light,  
but we can measure its physical conditions using background "candles".

The absorption of the candle's light tells us about the properties of the intervening matters along 
the line of sight – e.g., the amount of neutral hydrogen and some heavy elements.
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Figure 77. Stacked velocity plot for the z!=!6.0172 system toward ULAS
J1319+0950. Lines and shading are as described in Figure 11.

Figure 78. Stacked velocity plot for the z!=!6.0611 system toward PSO J036
+03. Lines and shading are as described in Figure 11.

Figure 79. Stacked velocity plot for the z!=!6.1115 system toward SDSS
J0100+2802. Lines and shading are as described in Figure 11.

Figure 80. Stacked velocity plot for the z!=!6.1228 system toward VDES
J0224!4711. Lines and shading are as described in Figure 11.
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The Astrophysical Journal, 883:163 (37pp), 2019 October 1 Becker et al.

Figure 77. Stacked velocity plot for the z!=!6.0172 system toward ULAS
J1319+0950. Lines and shading are as described in Figure 11.

Figure 78. Stacked velocity plot for the z!=!6.0611 system toward PSO J036
+03. Lines and shading are as described in Figure 11.

Figure 79. Stacked velocity plot for the z!=!6.1115 system toward SDSS
J0100+2802. Lines and shading are as described in Figure 11.

Figure 80. Stacked velocity plot for the z!=!6.1228 system toward VDES
J0224!4711. Lines and shading are as described in Figure 11.
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Formation of first 
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The line-of-sight IGM/CGM properties 
are probed by the quasars' spectra

Formation of the earliest  
supermassive black holes

Interplay between galaxies and 
the inter/circum-galactic gas

Processes of cosmic reionization 
and the role of galaxies

EIGER's strategy and major goals

Deep spectroscopy of 
the quasars with 
ground-based 
telescopes

Galaxy survey with 
JWST

Correlating the galaxies with the diffuse IGM in the Universe
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Galaxy vs. IGM optical depth at small scales (<10 Mpc)

Cross-correlation between individual galaxies and Ly-alpha transmission spikes 
➡ the properties of galaxies mainly responsible for reionization and ionized bubbles


4926 E. Garaldi et al. 

MNRAS 512, 4909–4933 (2022) 

Figure 14. Normalized Ly ! transmitted flux along a sightline through the THESAN-1 box (left vertical scale). The star symbols show the surrounding galaxies 
with stellar mass M star ! 10 9 . 5 M ", colour-coded according to the latter. Their vertical position reflects their distance from the sightline (right vertical scale). 
Insets show synthetic JWST mock images of the ten galaxies in the panel with the largest M star , combining the F277W, F356W, and F444W NIRCam wide 
filters and co v ering an area of (10 pkpc ) 2 . 
minimum galaxy stellar mass (purple curves). In the bottom panel, 
we present the outcome of forward modelling the C IV absorption 
features (employing the same approach used for Ly !and described 
in Section 2 ) and using them to estimate the galaxy position along the 
line of sight. The orange-to-red curves report the obtained T ( r ) for 
dif ferent v alues of the minimum C IV column density employed in the 
galaxy identification, namely log ( N CIV /cm #2 ) ! 12.5, 13, 13.5, 14. 
The first value corresponds to the nominal lower threshold imposed 
in Meyer et al. ( 2019 ), while the last corresponds to the N CIV for 
which 90 per cent completeness is reached. 

From the top panel of Fig. 15 , the effect of selecting galaxies 
hosted in haloes of different mass can be seen. In particular, we can 
partially match the observed flux modulation from Meyer et al. ( 2019 ) 
only when selecting haloes with mass M halo ! 10 12 M ", although 
the signal becomes very noisy because of the small number of 
haloes with such mass at z = 5.5 in our simulation box. A better 
agreement is found when we instead select only galaxies with stellar 
mass M star ! 10 10 M ", as seen in the middle panel, although the 
reco v ered $ T ( r ) % from simulations is still lower than the data from 
Meyer et al. ( 2019 ). Consistently with the top panel, lowering the 
threshold in the stellar mass of selected galaxies (which ef fecti vely 
corresponds to lowering their host halo mass) reduces the excess flux 
at intermediate scales. This result highlights the importance of a solid 
characterization of the galaxies employed to compute this correlation 
in order to faithfully interpret the results. While such characterization 
can be achieved when surv e ys are employed, identifying nearby 
galaxies from absorption features in the same spectrum renders 
the task significantly more challenging. Finally, when employing 
the synthetic C IV absorption to locate galaxies along the line-of- 
sight (bottom panel of Fig. 15 ), we fail to reproduce the observed 
transmissivity modulation for all the column density thresholds 
employed (note that in THESAN-1 at z = 5.5 there are no absorption 
features with log ( N CIV /cm #2 ) ! 14.5). Before investigating the 
reason for this failure in the following, we note here that the 
C III ionization frequency is just slightly higher than the ionization 

frequency of He I . Hence, the suppression of the radiation field at such 
frequencies due to helium (double) reionization is highly dependent 
on both the details of the latter in the simulations. In particular, 
the radiation field intensity at the C IV ionization frequency in the 
UVBG employed (i.e. Faucher-Gigu ̀ere et al. 2009 , see Section 2 ) 
varies by 40 orders of magnitude in the redshift range 6 & z & 10 (as 
a consequence of the evolving absorption due to helium secondary 
ionization. Therefore, even a small difference in the reionization 
history assumed in the UVBG can have catastrophic consequences 
for the simulated abundance of C IV . We plan to quantify this effect 
better, and impro v e upon our current method, in a future work, where 
we will also investigate the feasibility of using the observed C IV line 
evolution to constrain high- z helium reionization (and, consequently, 
the coe v al UVBG and sources of energetic photons). 

In order to investigate the reasons for this failure, we start by 
showing in Fig. 16 the redshift evolution (as indicated by the 
line colour) of T ( r ). For the sake of clarity, we only show two 
selection criteria, namely M halo ! 10 10 M " and M star ! 10 9 M ". 
This choice is made to ensure that a sufficient number of galaxies 
is selected at each redshift. The curves in both panels show the 
same evolution, where two main effects can be appreciated. On the 
one hand, the signal appears stronger at higher redshift, reflecting 
how the average transmissivity T̄ decreases at earlier epochs (see 
e.g. Fig. 9 for the actual mean flux evolution) much more rapidly 
than the transmission in the first highly ionized regions producing 
the transmission spikes. On the other hand, the location of the excess 
in the transmission mo v es closer to the galaxies with increasing 
redshift. This results from the combination of two separate factors: 
(i) the lower o v erdensities in which galaxies reside at earlier times 
limits the suppression of the Ly ! flux (because of enhanced hydrogen 
recombination) at smaller and smaller distances from the galaxy 
itself; and (ii) the smaller sizes of ionized bubbles (see e.g. Fig. 13 
or fig. 19 in Paper I ), which reduce the distance at which the flux 
is enhanced. Accepting at face value the minimum C IV host mass 
quoted in Meyer et al. ( 2019 , i.e. M halo ! 10 10 M ", corresponding to 
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Galaxy–Lyman-! forest correlations at z ! 6 1573

Figure 13. Examples of our model of the 2PCCF given a range of parameters (limiting luminosity of contributors to reionization M lim
UV, escape fraction of LyC

photons fesc and host halo mass of the detected LAE/LBG Mh). In each panel, one parameter is varying, while the others are kept fixed at the fiducial values of
M lim

UV = "12, #fesc$ = 0.1, Mh = 1011M%. All models plotted here assume a redshift of z = 5.85 and ionizing efficiency log " ion/erg"1Hz = 25.5, and a mean
free path dependence on the mean overdensity with exponent # mfp = "1.

Figure 14. Luminosity-averaged escape fraction of galaxies contributing
to reionization as a function of their minimum UV luminosity. The
two measurements of the 2PCCF from this work (LAE/LBG 1$ , 2$

blue/orange contours) are in agreement with the C IV–IGM transmission
cross-correlation from Paper II (brown square). The irregular shape of the
LBG 2PCCF posterior is due to the gas overdensities PDF, which is poorly
constrained by Illustris TNG due to the large mass and limited volume, and
thus varies quickly from one mass bin to another, making the convergence
of the MCMC chain difficult. The LAE–IGM 2PCCF is in better agreement
with the average escape fraction derived from the UV LF and the Planck
optical depth measurement (Robertson et al. 2015, black circle) or the neutral
fraction history when the minimum UV luminosity of contributors is small
(Naidu et al. 2020, black diamonds). The escape fractions are (re-)derived
assuming log " ion/[erg"1Hz] = 25.5. A colour version is available online.

Figure 15. Posterior distributions of our fiducial model parameters with
reionization dominated by more luminous galaxies fitted to the LAE/LBG-
transmission spikes 2PCCF. The 2PCCF constrain the minimum UV
luminosity of contributors to be at least MUV ! "20. Our fiducial models
have the following fiducial parameters # = 1.3, %mfp = 2/3, # mfp = "1,
and log " ion/[erg"1Hz] = 25.5.

We examine two simple cases: a model where all galaxies fainter
than a certain UV luminosity solely contribute to reionization and,
conversely, a model where such faint galaxies do not contribute at
all. To do so, we treat the minimum/maximum UV luminosity as
a parameter and fit the model with a flat prior on this quantity. We
then fit these two models to the LAE/LBG–IGM 2PCCF.

We present the posterior distribution of our parameters in Fig. 15
for the model where bright galaxies dominate, and the inferred
constraints in Table 3. The LAE/LBG 2PCCF were fitted with the
parameters described above except for a flat prior on the minimum
UV luminosity of contributing sources, "10 < Mmin

UV < "30. In
both cases, the minimum UV luminosity of the contributing sources

MNRAS 494, 1560–1578 (2020)
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Galaxy–Lyman-! forest correlations at z ! 6 1573

Figure 13. Examples of our model of the 2PCCF given a range of parameters (limiting luminosity of contributors to reionization M lim
UV, escape fraction of LyC

photons fesc and host halo mass of the detected LAE/LBG Mh). In each panel, one parameter is varying, while the others are kept fixed at the fiducial values of
M lim

UV = "12, #fesc$ = 0.1, Mh = 1011M%. All models plotted here assume a redshift of z = 5.85 and ionizing efficiency log " ion/erg"1Hz = 25.5, and a mean
free path dependence on the mean overdensity with exponent # mfp = "1.

Figure 14. Luminosity-averaged escape fraction of galaxies contributing
to reionization as a function of their minimum UV luminosity. The
two measurements of the 2PCCF from this work (LAE/LBG 1$ , 2$

blue/orange contours) are in agreement with the C IV–IGM transmission
cross-correlation from Paper II (brown square). The irregular shape of the
LBG 2PCCF posterior is due to the gas overdensities PDF, which is poorly
constrained by Illustris TNG due to the large mass and limited volume, and
thus varies quickly from one mass bin to another, making the convergence
of the MCMC chain difficult. The LAE–IGM 2PCCF is in better agreement
with the average escape fraction derived from the UV LF and the Planck
optical depth measurement (Robertson et al. 2015, black circle) or the neutral
fraction history when the minimum UV luminosity of contributors is small
(Naidu et al. 2020, black diamonds). The escape fractions are (re-)derived
assuming log " ion/[erg"1Hz] = 25.5. A colour version is available online.

Figure 15. Posterior distributions of our fiducial model parameters with
reionization dominated by more luminous galaxies fitted to the LAE/LBG-
transmission spikes 2PCCF. The 2PCCF constrain the minimum UV
luminosity of contributors to be at least MUV ! "20. Our fiducial models
have the following fiducial parameters # = 1.3, %mfp = 2/3, # mfp = "1,
and log " ion/[erg"1Hz] = 25.5.

We examine two simple cases: a model where all galaxies fainter
than a certain UV luminosity solely contribute to reionization and,
conversely, a model where such faint galaxies do not contribute at
all. To do so, we treat the minimum/maximum UV luminosity as
a parameter and fit the model with a flat prior on this quantity. We
then fit these two models to the LAE/LBG–IGM 2PCCF.

We present the posterior distribution of our parameters in Fig. 15
for the model where bright galaxies dominate, and the inferred
constraints in Table 3. The LAE/LBG 2PCCF were fitted with the
parameters described above except for a flat prior on the minimum
UV luminosity of contributing sources, "10 < Mmin

UV < "30. In
both cases, the minimum UV luminosity of the contributing sources

MNRAS 494, 1560–1578 (2020)
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Sims predict different cross-correlation shapes for 
different recipes.

Kakiichi+18, Meyer+22

Simulated sight-line view

 (galaxy distribution vs Lyα transmission)
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Galaxy vs. IGM optical depth at large scales
10 R. Ishimoto et al.

Figure 13. The relation between ge� and LAE density within 20 ⌘�1Mpc from
the quasar sightline. The red and blue lines indicate the model predictions of
the � model and the ) model with the 68% ranges from random trials shown
by the shaded regions as in Figure 12. The filled circles show the ge� mea-
surements for J1137+3549 (orange), J1602+4228 (purple), and J1630+4012
(green), respectively. The open circles indicate the measurements of Chris-
tenson et al. (2021). The triangles, diamonds, and squares show the ge� upper
limit using peak flux, ge� from photometry, and ge� when changing the zero
point by ±0.1 mag, respectively, and are slightly shifted vertically for clarity.
The vertical error bars present 1f Poisson errors.

weighted by NB816 transmission rate, which is not exactly the same
as their 50 ⌘�1Mpc model.

Figure 12 shows the surface density of LAEs normalized by the
mean density in each field as a function of projected distances from
the quasar sightline, along with the model predictions based on the �
model (Davies & Furlanetto 2016) and the ) model (D’Aloisio et al.
2015). The model predictions assume LAEs down to NB816 = 25.5
and the observed ge� measured at each quasar sightline. The profiles
for the J1137+3549 and J1602+4228 fields are rather consistent with
the � model. However, the model predictions have large uncertain-
ties and are too similar to distinguish at the ge� of J1137+3549 and
J1602+4228. All the data points are consistent with both model pre-
dictions within the errors. The central ge� here is simply measured
in the range of 50 ⌘�1Mpc for both the observation and the model;
therefore, a more detailed ge� measurement that takes NB transmis-
sions into account, as was done for LAE selection, might be a more
e�ective way of testing these models. The profile for the J1630+4012
field, whose overall trend is to decrease toward the center, is consis-
tent with the prediction by the �model. The excessively large relative
density in the central region in the two low-ge� fields may be due to
either the intrinsic large-scale structure (see Sec. 4.3) or the small
number density of galaxies selected in the entire field of view.

In summary, the observed data in the three regions taken together
are appear to favor the�model, but the) model cannot be completely
ruled out due to the large observation errors and the scatters in the
model predictions.

Figure 13 shows the relation between ge� at the quasar sight-

line and the LAE density around it within 20 ⌘�1Mpc. The points
represent the ge� estimated by several ways described in Sec 4.1.
Although there are variations in the measured ge� , the LAE density
in the J1630+4012 field is suggestive of the � model. In the case
of J1137+3549 and J1602+4228, the observed LAE density is larger
than either model, but more consistent with the � model; the) model
prediction is well below the observed point. It should be noted that
with this degree of high and low-ge� of our sample, it is somewhat
di�cult to distinguish the two models. Together with previous ob-
servations (Christenson et al. 2021) for other two high-ge� regions,
we conclude that the overall observational results are well consistent
with the � model.

One of the major factors giving ambiguity to the conclusion is
the ge� uncertainty. As can be seen in Figure 1, the Gunn-Peterson
troughs of our sample are not long enough to cover the whole trans-
mission wavelengths of the NB816 filter, unlike that of J0148+0600,
which has an exceptionally long trough. The ge� uncertainty is small,
if the trough is su�ciently long, as in J0148+0600, whereas, it is dif-
ficult to measure the appropriate ge� in three regions targeted by this
study where there are fine structures of the IGM transmission in the
NB816 wavelength range. When we measure the ge� of J1137+3549
and J1602+4228 considering the exact NB816 transmission curve,
their ge� turn out to be as high as ⇠ 5, and consequently, it could
alter our statistical conclusions in comparison with the models. It is
hard to come to a clear conclusion until we measure the redshifts of
galaxies around the sightlines. On the other hand, ge� fluctuations
due to unstable IGM transmission in the filter wavelength range also
dilute the ge�-galaxy density relation in the model predictions. In
the sense, the ge� value predicted by the model to be compared with
should be calculated taking into account the NB filter transmission,
which would significantly a�ect the observed redshift distribution of
LAEs. Nevertheless, we would like to emphasize that, in Figure 12
and 13, the ge� for both the observation and the model are measured
in the 50 ⌘�1Mpc range, making them an appropriate comparison.

To avoid the influence of this ge� uncertainty, it is ideal to select
almost perfect opaque/transparent regions over >50 ⌘�1Mpc. Sev-
eral quasar sightlines with significantly long (>80 ⌘�1Mpc) troughs
have been found recently (Zhu et al. 2021). However, the number of
such sightlines is still small, and even smaller if we further restrict
the number to those that fit the NB wavelength range; therefore, it
is challenging to increase the size of ideal sample. Another way to
overcome the problem is to make more detailed model predictions
according to the small scale ge� fluctuations, which are involved in
the large model uncertainties, though as discussed later, even this
is taken into account, cosmic variance or LAE bias can make it
di�cult to distinguish the two models. Third, spectroscopic obser-
vation of all LAEs around sightlines will clearly reveal the relation
between LAE density and IGM transmission in sightline direction.
Spectroscopic follow-up of all the LAEs is very expensive now, but
will become much easier in future with next-generation large multi-
object spectrographs such as the Prime Focus Spectrograph (PFS) on
the Subaru Telescope or the Multi-Object Optical and Near-infrared
Spectrograph (MOONS) on the Very Large Telescope (VLT).

It is interesting to compare with a observational result by Meyer
et al. (2020), who detected 2� 3f excess of LyU transmission spikes
on the sightlines of background quasars on scales 10–60 cMpc around
spectroscopically confirmed galaxies; however, they also found that
some large transmission spikes are not associated with any detected
galaxy. Both � and ) may contribute to the fluctuation of ge� , and
perhaps the contribution varies from place to place, so that even in
similarly high-ge� region, the galaxy densities could be di�erent. The
question is what determines whether � or ) is dominant for a given

MNRAS 000, 1–13 (2021)

Our Subaru/HSC observations are accumulating 
evidence that the galaxy density is anti correlated 
with the IGM Lyα optical depth.


These all supports scenarios in which reionization 
is mainly caused by highly inhomogeneous UV 
radiation field dominated by galaxies' radiation.


EIGER is highly complementary! 
We will further examine the models and study 
small-scale physics.

NEW RESULTS!

J1048+0600 LBGs (DK+20)

Ishimoto, Kashikawa, DK+22

accepted in MNRAS


Optical depth
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Observations
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Target quasars
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Name z Features Schedule

J0100+2802 6.3258 Ultraluminous. Many metal absorption systems (incl. 3 OI) Aug, 2022

J0148+0600 5.98 Extremely long Lyα trough

Dec, 2022 –  
Jan, 2023J1120+0641 7.084 Highest-z quasar as of the proposal submission.   

Some absorption systems.  Targeted in NIRSpec GTO.

J1148+5251 6.4189 Many metal absorption systems (incl. 4 OI)

J1030+0524 6.308 Well studied.  Many absorption systems.
Apr – Jun, 
2023J159-02 6.35 Strong MgII at z~6

Based on metal-absorption systems, Lyα forest, and availability of high-quality spectral data.

We have been accumulating new complementary observations  
in these fields and the quasars themselves.
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NIRCam WFSS 
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JWST observation simulation by N. Prizkal

Wide Field Slitless Spectroscopy
• Efficient blind emission line searches 

• Large multiplexing 

• Wide, un-interrupted wavelength (redshifts) ranges 

• Successfully used with NICMOS, ACS, WFC3 (GRAPES, PEARS, 3D-HST, FIGS) 

• Future missions (JWST, WFIRST)

N. Pirzkal, Tokyo 3/28/18

JWST NIRISS ~ 1.5μmJWST NIRCAM ~ 4.1μm

Typical galaxy spectrum at z = 6

Deep imaging  +  Slitless spectroscopy

We will perform "wide field slitless spectroscopy (WFSS)" 
➡ We can obtain spectra from all objects in the field of view in one observation.

Pros:  
• No pre-imaging and con!guration of spectrograph 
• No bias due to pre-sample selection 

Cons:  
• Spectra from di"erent objects are blended 
• Background noise level tends to be higher

H!

[OIII]5007
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Simulating WFSS
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Simulated grism image


"Emission-line" image with 
continuum-subtraction


Hα+[SII] (z=4.8)


Hβ+[OIII]dbl (z=6.6)


[SIII] doublet at z~3
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Mosaiced observing field
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6' ~15 cMpc (z~6)

3'
 ~

7.
5 

cM
pc 43”

246 
pkpc

Sweet spot 
w/ 4x Texp

Grism R               Grism R
λλ

Module A            Module B

NIRCam FoV: two 2.2' x 2.2' 
Mosaic with four separate pointings

Background QSO !

x 6 target quasar fields
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Simultaneous imaging in short wavelengths
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Image Image WFSS+ImageF115W (J), F200W (K) + F356W 
two bluer filters: rest FUV + NUV for z~6

+  
HST photometry in the majority of the 
observing regions

Good photo-z can solve degeneracy in 
spec-z with a single line detection. 
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Expected number counts
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Emission line redshift 
range

Assumed EW0  
(e.g., Smit+13,16)

Expected N  
per field

Total sample size 
from 6 fields

[OIII]5007 5.3<z<7.0 500Å ~60 ~360

Hα 3.7<z<5.1 400Å ~230 ~1400

Assuming Bouwens+15 UV LF and m365 " mUV

Mode Filter Nominal exposure 
per pointing

Sensitivy at 5σ 
(point source)

LW WFSS F356W ~2 hr (line) ~ 3e-18 erg/s/cm2

LW imaging F356W ~500 sec 27.9 abmag

SW imaging (1) F115W ~1 hr 28.3 abmag

SW imaging (2) F200W ~1 hr 28.6 abmag
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Summary

16 【１　研究目的、研究方法など（つづき）】
若手研究２

本質的理解の促進、特に理論研究の発展に資することを目標とする。サブテーマA)で目指す大
局的スケールでの再電離過程の制限は、今後のより詳細な物理過程を扱うための理論モデルの方
向性を決定づけるものになる。サブテーマB)およびC)で目指す銀河スケールにおける放射や重
元素放出などの物理過程の解明は、近年加速的に発展している高空間分解能シミュレーションと
比較検証する上で重要な観測的事実を提供する。

図1:宇宙再電離の流れ。左から右に時間が進み、右端が宇宙年齢138億年の現在に対応する。宇
宙誕生後しばらくは天体がない「暗黒時代」であり、この頃の宇宙は中性水素によって満たされい
る。宇宙年齢1億年から数億年頃に初代星・初代銀河が形成され、これら初代天体から放射される
光によってガスの電離が始まる。次第に電離領域が重なってゆき、宇宙年齢10億年頃にはほぼ全
てのガスが電離される。望遠鏡に向かう矢印は、遠方クエーサーから放射された光が電離状態の異
なる領域、銀河や銀河周辺ガスを通過しながら我々の元に届く様子を示している。

(2)本研究の目的および学術的独自性と創造性
A)「宇宙再電離は大局的空間スケールでどのように進んだのか」:本サブテーマでは、クエー
サー吸収線スペクトルと広域銀河探査を組み合わせて、再電離期における大局的な中性水素量の
空間揺らぎの起源を解明する。近年、多数のクエーサースペクトルの解析から、宇宙再電離末期
における残存中性水素の空間的・時間的分布についての統計的な性質が明らかにされつつある。
これらの情報は再電離プロセスを理解するための重要なヒントになる。観測で示された残存中性
水素の分布を再現する理論モデルが複数提案されており、これらのモデルを制限することが本サ
ブテーマの具体的な目的である。
B)「個々の銀河は周囲の銀河間ガスにどのような影響を与えたのか」:本サブテーマは、比較
的小スケールに着目し、銀河と銀河周辺に広がるガスの間の相互作用の解明を目指す。まず後述
する統計的手法で、銀河の明るさと周囲の電離領域の大きさの関係を明らかにする。またクエー
サースペクトルに見られる炭素や酸素、マグネシウムなどの重元素原子・イオンによる吸収線か
ら、銀河周辺ガスの重元素量および元素組成・イオン化状態を測定し、銀河から重元素が広がる
様子や電離光子のエネルギー分布を明らかにする。
C)「銀河だけで再電離は成し得たのか」:　宇宙再電離の主たる電離源は若い銀河であると考えら
れているが確証は得られていない。特に、銀河から漏れ出る紫外線だけで全ての銀河間ガスを電
離するのに十分だったのか、という問題がある。銀河進化の理解という点からも進化の初期フェー
ズにある若い銀河の性質を解明することは重要である。特に再電離において重要なパラメータは
電離光子の生成率と脱出率（生成された電離光子のうち、その銀河を脱出する割合）であり、申請
者は後述する2つの観測的アプローチで、これらのパラメータを含めた若い銀河の性質を調べる。
学術的独自性と創造性:本研究の独自性として、クエーサー分光観測と銀河探査を組み合わせる
という点を挙げたい。従来、クエーサー観測による銀河間ガスの研究と銀河探査による銀河進化
研究は別々に行われてきた。本研究では、全天に散らばるクエーサー領域で銀河探査を行うこと
によって、ガスと銀河の直接的な関連性に焦点を当てるという点で独自性が高い。次に観測デー

Primary science goals

Formation of earliest  
super massive black holes

Role of galaxies  
in cosmic reionization

Interplay between galaxies and 
the intergalactic gas

Emission-line galaxies and Intergalactic Gas 
in the Epoch of Reionization

Wide Field Slitless Spectroscopy
• Efficient blind emission line searches 

• Large multiplexing 

• Wide, un-interrupted wavelength (redshifts) ranges 

• Successfully used with NICMOS, ACS, WFC3 (GRAPES, PEARS, 3D-HST, FIGS) 

• Future missions (JWST, WFIRST)
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JWST NIRISS ~ 1.5μmJWST NIRCAM ~ 4.1μm


